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Odyssey

Odysseus Great Journey
Ismarus, Land of the Cicones
Odysseus was coming from Troy and the first stop was Ismarus. Odysseus attacked the Cicones and took everything they had. They took the food, water, gold, and the women.

Land of the Lotus Eaters
Odysseus next stop was an island called Lotus Island. Odysseus sent 2 of his men to check out the island and the people. But the men ate the Lotus Flower and now they don’t want to leave. So Odysseus had to tie his men up and drag them back to the ship so they can leave.

Land of the Cyclops
Odysseus went to the island called Land of the Cyclopes. He went searching for supplies but got captured by a Cyclops that drank wine and started eating his men. Odysseus stabbed their eye of the Cyclopes and they left with more supplies.
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Thank you.